
INSTALLATION GUIDE
APPLICATION, CARE, & REMOVAL

QUESTIONS?  WE’RE HERE TO HELP.
1-800-833-1566 / SERVICE@DISPENSERSHIELD.COM

TOOLS REQUIRED

APPLICATION SOLUTION*** LINT-FREE CLOTH

GLASS CLEANER (ammonia-free) SQUEEGEE (included)

*** Please see reverse for instructions on making your own solution ***

APPLICATION

CLEAN DISPLAY WITH GLASS CLEANER + LINT-FREE CLOTH
All debris must be completely removed from the display and surrounding edge.  

11

To avoid fingerprints, spray fingers with solution before peeling the shield from

the liner. Lightly spray the display surface and the shield’s adhesive backing

to allow movement on the display.  Place the shield on the display.

2 SPRAY & PEEL

Gently slide the shield until centered, leaving an even gap between the shield

edges and the display border (about 1/16" all around).

3 POSITION ON DISPLAY

PRO TIP:  
Repeat squeegee process 2-3 times in slow,
overlapping strokes as pictured, increasing
pressure with each repetition.

Spray solution on shield surface for extra

lubrication. Starting at the top-center (#1), 

squeegee toward outside edges, following 

the pattern illustrated to the left.

4 SQUEEGEE TO SECURE SHIELD

Wrap squeegee in cloth and firmly “bump” edges to seal adhesive. Wipe away 

any remaining solution. SEE REVERSE FOR DRYING TIME AND CARE INSTRUCTIONS.

5 ABSORB EXCESS SOLUTION
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APPLICATION SOLUTION

Fill a 32 oz. spray bottle with bottled/filtered water (not tap water) and add
® 1-2 small drops of JOHNSONS Baby Shampoo OR mild liquid dish soap.

DRYING TIME

After application, there may be a temporary haze or small bubbles remaining.

This will disappear as the adhesive dries and should not impair visibility.  

Outdoor Dry Time:   2-3 days  /  Indoor Dry Time:  4 - 7 days.

MAINTENANCE & CARE

Do NOT clean the shields for at least 5 days after application to allow proper

bonding of the shield’s adhesive to the substrate.

Use soft, non-abrasive cloths and gentle cleaners such as ammonia-free
®Windex .  Avoid industrial strength chemicals such as acetone and ammonia.

GRAFFITI REMOVAL TIPS

SCRATCHES / CARVING

PAINT OR MARKET PENS

ACID-ETCHING

Safety Precautions:  Avoid direct contact with eyes or skin.  Wear long sleeves,

rubber/plastic gloves, and protective eye wear when handling acid-etch.  For 

emergency information, please call the Poison Control Center: 1-800-222-1222.

Once the shield has sustained severe damage, simply peel it away and replace.

Freshly inked graffiti can be wiped away with soapy water (or diluted alcohol

with water).  Rinse the shield surface with water when finished.

Carefully rinse the shield surface and surrounding areas with water to prevent

 the acidic chemicals from spreading to unprotected surfaces nearby.  

SHIELD REMOVAL

Before removal, clean the exposed display surface and surrounding edge to

minimize debris during placement.  Use the Dispenser Shield® Tool to apply

pressure at a corner edge to break the adhesive bond.  Once the corner is

lifted, shields can be peeled away by hand, residue-free.  

Avoid using sharp tools during removal, as these may damage the substrate.

NEITHER SELLER NOR MANUFACTURER SHALL BE LIABLE FOR ANY INJURY, LOSS OR DAMAGE, DIRECT OR 
®CONSEQUENTIAL, ARISING DURING APPLICATION, USE, OR REMOVAL OF DISPENSER SHIELD  PRODUCTS.
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